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	Free domestic shipping on orders over $65!







	20% off Serif, our very soft + lustrous Pima cotton beauty... Through Thursday!
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Cotton With Something Extra!
Hold a skein of Serif in your hands, and you can’t help but smile. Its subtle wave is utterly charming, inviting you to cast on and play, and its astounding softness and luminescence have a profound beauty, as well... Serif is cotton with something extra!

BUY SERIF



BUY SERIF





Learn To Knit With Us!
New York Times Wirecutter picked our Learn To Knit Kit as one of the best fiber craft kits for adults, and it's easy to see why! With super inspiring yarn and confidence-boosting instructions, our kit will catapult you or someone you love from a what's-a-purl-stitch knitter to a look-at-this-incredible-scarf-I-made knitter! An amazing gift for yourself or someone you love!

BUY THE KIT



BUY THE KIT





Nigh DK Is Beyond Extraordinary!
The perfect yarn for a treasured knit, 100% cashmere Nigh DK is beyond extraordinary! It's astonishingly soft with a feather-light warmth that means this sweater is never stiff or stuffy. And since you’re knitting for baby, you only need a few skeins to make Simply The Best Cardigan for your little darling!

BUY NIGH DK



BUY NIGH DK





Merino-Suri Quartz
A wonderful mix of 65% merino wool and 35% suri alpaca, Quartz glows with the mystery and beauty of an unearthed gem. Its radiance and sumptuous softness mean we love it for all the accessories: hats, scarves, mitts, lovely nylon-free socks, and of course, our stunning Screen Porch Shawl!

BUY QUARTZ



BUY QUARTZ





Magnificent Nine-Note Bundles!
If you haven’t knit with our Nine-Note Bundles, you should… It’s a truly magnificent experience! Plump and satisfying, buoyant and durable, it is 80% the softest fine merino wool in the world (very nearly as soft as cashmere), plus 20% baby alpaca, a famously yielding and cozy touch. Immerse yourself in the beauty of our Nine-Note Bundles and enjoy each magnificent stitch and every wondrous shift in color!

BUY A BUNDLE



BUY A BUNDLE





Learn Why We Love Nine-Note Bundles!
Our short video shows the beauty of our Nine-Note Bundles in action, tells you more about this wonderful yarn, and gives you a peek at each of our Nine-Note Bundle projects... Take a look and learn why Nine-Note Bundles are so amazing!

Watch The Video



Watch The Video





Tell Your Story!
With Novella’s mesmerizing pools of color under a wash of glowing Tussock, our Soft Stripes Wrap tells a story… One of beauty, inspiration, and the pleasure of simple knitting. You knit this wrap all in easy stockinette, holding two strands throughout. With nine colors of Soft Stripes Wrap Bundles to choose from, in both Scarf and Wrap sizes, find the one that tells your tale!

BUY A BUNDLE



BUY A BUNDLE





Yonder Brings The Beauty!
Fifty percent highland wool and 50% alpaca in a light and airy spin, our Yonder brings out the beauty of all this ribbing! The wool contributes bounce, and the alpaca adds luster and depth to this lovely knit. Whether you pick from Yonder’s four undyed neutrals or the earthy colors dyed over them, you’ll love how this fiber mix mixes with your Mixed Rib Hat!

BUY YONDER



BUY YONDER





A Striking Knit
Cast on a True Stripes Blanket in Plein Air and enjoy this simple, striking knit! Get started with a True Stripes Blanket Bundle. They come in six pretty, tonal palettes and are available in crib and throw sizes… A very easy way to cast on!

BUY A BUNDLE



BUY A BUNDLE





Plein Air, A Beautiful Mix
A beautiful mix of 67% wool and 33% organically grown cotton, Plein Air combines the best of both the animal and plant worlds. A totally endearing yarn, it is very soft in your hands and supple on your needles. And Plein Air’s colors have a gorgeous heathered quality that comes from the slight difference in how the wool and cotton absorb dye... You will be totally thrilled with it!

BUY PLEIN AIR



BUY PLEIN AIR





A Breathtaking World Of Color!
Our Linen Quill Minis bundle includes 40 of Linen Quill’s most glorious colors all packaged in little 25-gram balls... A jaw-dropping collection of amazing color! The same Linen Quill you love, minis are 50% fine highland wool for springiness, 35% alpaca for softness, and 15% linen for depth in the color and natural beauty! Be transported to a breathtaking world of color!

BUY A BUNDLE



BUY A BUNDLE





Inspiring New Echo Cashmere!
Our new Echo Cashmere combines a timeless elegance with an inspiring story of renewal and the beauty of second chances. Ninety-five percent recycled cashmere, Echo Cashmere gives a second life to beautiful fibers that might otherwise go to waste from the production process of cashmere yarn and sweaters and from recycled sweaters, too. This elegant yarn has cashmere's characteristic drape, lightness, and warmth... A wonderfully affordable way to experience the joy of knitting with one of the word's softest fibers!

BUY ECHO CASHMERE



BUY ECHO CASHMERE





We Love The Prism Blanket!
We love knitting our Prism Blanket for the same reasons you'll love it: All knitting and no purling (yay!); joining the triangles as you go, so no pesky sewing at the end; and tons of room to play with Good Wool's incredible range of colors. For all this and more, we've chosen the Prism Blanket as our Staff Pick! (This version belongs to Jess C., our awesome Senior Fulfillment Specialist + Outreach Assistant. She used Good Wool's beautiful range of blues to flicker through all the denim washes. Beautiful!)

GET THE FREE PATTERN



GET THE FREE PATTERN





Beautiful Bundles Of Good Wool!
With its super fun no-sew construction and its boundless color-play potential, it's no surprise the Prism Blanket is our Staff Pick! The satisfaction of this pattern is enriched by beautiful bundles of our absolutely gorgeous Good Wool. One hundred percent Andean highland wool, this natural beauty is one of our favorite yarns to knit!

BUY A BUNDLE



BUY A BUNDLE





Your Favorite Colors 
Are Back!
A soft and sturdy yarn, Knitting Yarn is as trusty and comforting a companion as knitting itself! A light worsted weight, it is made of 100% merino wool... A true staple for all your knitting (and crochet) needs!

BUY KNITTING YARN



BUY KNITTING YARN





Wonderful Linen Quill!
We understand why Linen Quill is one of our most popular yarns... We love it, too! A hearty blend of wool, alpaca, and linen, Linen Quill's complexity and beauty make for a uniquely satisfying knit. Have a wildly creative time with Linen Quill's palette of 62 colors, and use this wonderfully appealing yarn wherever and whenever you crave nature's beauty!

BUY LINEN QUILL



BUY LINEN QUILL





You Really Can Knit This!
Totally engaging, uniquely beautiful, and easier than it looks... Get the PDF pattern for free and cast on for our Dappled Light Pullover in gorgeous Linen Quill! If you've never knit stranded colorwork before, now might be a great time to start, and when you're done, you'll feel an immense sense of pride and accomplishment. You really did knit that!

Get The Pattern For Free!



Get The Pattern For Free!















Check Out Our Latest Free Patterns!

VIEW ALL




Look what we’ve been up to! Browse these hot-off-the-needles projects and get inspired to make something beautiful!




 








Simply The Best Cardigan for Babies + Toddlers 











Screen Porch Shawl 











Soft Stripes Wrap 











Mixed Rib Hat 











Simple Ribbed Shrug 











Rolled Rib Hat 











Simplicity Scarf 











Faceted Yoke Pullover In Knitting Yarn 
















Beautiful Yarn For Beautiful Knitting!



VIEW ALL




5 seasonal favorites from our amazing collection of 43 yarns, available in over 700 gorgeous colors. Our natural fibers feel amazing in your hands and add depth and beauty to your knitting!






	








 

Purl Soho



Ribline Vest Pattern Download 





$9.80







	








 

Purl Soho



Botanical Yoke Pullover Pattern Download 





$9.80







	








 

Purl Soho



Baby Socks Pattern Download 





$8.80







	








 

Purl Soho



Lovely Lightweight Tee Pattern Download 





$9.80














	



New Colors


62 colors




 

Purl Soho



Linen Quill 





$18.00 





	




















21 colors




 

Purl Soho



Cashmere Merino Bloom 


$43.00


$30.10 - $43.00 


UP TO 30% OFFWhile Supplies Last
 


	




24 colors




 

Purl Soho



Nigh DK 





$58.00 





	




38 colors




 

Purl Soho



Good Wool 





$15.00 





	




















35 colors




 

Purl Soho



Super Soft Merino 


$20.00


$14.00 - $20.00 


UP TO 30% OFFWhile Supplies Last
 
















Check Out Our Latest Free Patterns!

VIEW ALL




Look what we’ve been up to! Browse these hot-off-the-needles projects and get inspired to make something beautiful!




 








Simply The Best Cardigan for Babies + Toddlers 











Screen Porch Shawl 











Soft Stripes Wrap 











Mixed Rib Hat 











Simple Ribbed Shrug 











Rolled Rib Hat 











Simplicity Scarf 











Faceted Yoke Pullover In Knitting Yarn 

















Check Out Our Latest Projects

VIEW ALL




Look what we’ve been up to! Browse these hot-off-the-needles projects and get inspired to make something beautiful!




 








Little Cable Knee Highs in Posy 











Arpeggio Cowl 











Slice of Goodness Wrap 











Coziest Blanket Ever 
















Browse Our Gorgeous Yarns!









20% Off Your First Order Of Purl Soho-Brand Goods
















SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER





















 








Get 20% Off!
You’ll Also Get A Booklet Of These 9 Patterns for FREE!





GET MY DISCOUNT CODE + FREE PATTERN BOOKLET




By providing your email, you agree to receive marketing communications from us and consent to our use of
your email address in accordance with our Privacy
Policy and our Terms of Service.
















 













Tons Of Tutorials!

VIEW ALL




Never let a new stitch or cast-on hold you back. From beginner basics to advanced techniques, we'll walk you through every step!




 


	
Advanced Techniques
20 tutorials

	
Basics
9 tutorials

	
Beyond Basics
4 tutorials

	
Bind Offs
6 tutorials

	
Cast Ons
8 tutorials

	
Decorative Stitches
24 tutorials

	
Decreases
9 tutorials

	
Finishing Techniques
15 tutorials

	
Getting Ready To Knit
4 tutorials

	
Increases
9 tutorials

	
Working in the Round
8 tutorials

	
Zoom + Knits
1 tutorials
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Increases
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Zoom + Knits
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Our Favorite Customer Reviews

VIEW MORE

















Lili reached out seeing my two orders and asked if she could combine them... This level of kindness is very rare. She was cheerful via email, upbeat, helpful and so kind. WOW!! Fan for life here Purl Soho!! She is a huge representation of your core values and customer appreciation. Truly impressed.


 

Brenda 


February 14, 2024




















Purl Soho is one of the most amazing business I’ve ever done business with anywhere in the world (and I internet shop everywhere). The in-house fibers are beyond spectacular. The patterns are second to none and many many are free. The short teaching videos are fabulous – my only complaint is that I want MORE of them. The customer service is without equal. Now, on top of that, they have wonderful packaging... I am just thrilled that Purl has switched to this better packaging for all of us!! I’m not really surprised though. I can’t say often enough how wonderful Purl is. 

 

Jane


December 17, 2023




















Thank you! I still can't believe that something I thought was going to be 'a miracle', really happened. The kindness and thoughtfulness shown is ONE reason why Purl Soho continues to strive. As you know, many knitting stores didn't survive the challenges of COVID. Of course, having such quality yarns is the main reason for your survival. But the sincerity and thoughtfulness expressed by you and others gives Purl Soho a big, warm heart. It's amazing that even as an online only store, you have continued to support customers with warmth and kindness. Testimony to people like you and your colleagues. So, one more time, I'm grateful for your help, kindness. We are all connected and you are a grand example of this blessing. 

 

Zulma Soto


November 7, 2023




















I've been a big fan of the store before it closed and now the online store. Their patterns are clear and creative. Their customer service is always over the top - - kind, patient and helpful. Each employee I've talked with, usually by phone or email since I live on the west coast, is wonderful. Cheery, competent and invested in my project success. The sales are compelling for the nudge a knitter might need towards beginning a project. Tutorials, Knit-Alongs, abundance of yarn choices, etc will hopefully keep and even expand their position in the marketplace. 

 

Elizabeth B.



August 7, 2023




















Their Soho store may have closed, but their hearts are OPEN! Purl Soho has the best online tutorials, and an amazing selection of squishy cozy yarns in the BEST colors. And customer service? Get out!!! I was one skein shy while knitting a sweater from one of their discontinued yarns. Bless their hearts, they searched high and low and found some for me. Gotta love people like this. AND their yarns! 

 

Alice


July 28, 2023




















The customer service agent Zha Zha is amazing. She helped me get my order replaced that accidentally went to the wrong address (which was my fault). This site is amazing and I love all of their patterns and yarns. Their designs are the best and I have ordered several patterns. They also have tons of amazing free patterns. I will keep on ordering from this yarn shop as the yarn is very high quality. I absolutely love them!! 

 

Ronda L.


July 18, 2023




















I have knitted for years....at least 50. Finding Purl Soho was an awesome find for me. Their yarn is exceptional. Their patterns are well written. Their patterns offer a wide variety of items to knit. To this add their outstanding customer service and Purl Soho ranks at the top!!! 

 

Janice Windham


July 11, 2023




















I’ve only had the pleasure of using this store online, but they have some of the best customer service I’ve ever encountered. Truly went above and beyond to help me find what I was looking for and make sure I was satisfied with my order. 

 

Alanna S


July 1, 2023




















Love their yarn and patterns. The prices cover a wide range depending on your budget. They are very responsive and helpful with questions about patterns - wonderful customer service. Love their simple and elegant patterns. 

 

Judy B


June 30, 2023




















I have been a subscriber/purchaser of Purl Soho for awhile now and have always enjoyed their site, patterns and fibers. Today I had scheduled a meeting to receive some help with a pattern I was using, it was not only the best encounter but a needed one. It not only resolved my confusion (which was truly mine) but I was able to work with the designer herself!! What a wonderful resource and such a positive experience. Thank you Purl Soho for being there.

 

Elizabeth Bodenbamer



June 13, 2023











 

	Get Inspired By What Our Community Is Creating!


#PurlSoho #PurlSohoBusyHands
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Sign up for our newsletter!

























Get 20% Off!













GET MY DISCOUNT CODE + FREE PATTERN BOOKLET

















Check your email for the discount code and the pattern PDF!

When you sign up you consent to receive our promotional emails with all our latest yarns, patterns, and news! This offer applies only to Purl Soho brand goods, limit 1 per customer, may not be combined with other discounts or used to purchase gift cards. By providing your email, you agree to receive marketing communications from us and consent to our use of your email address in accordance with our Privacy Policy and our Terms of Service.
















Purl Soho® and purlsoho.com and all images, contents and text on this website are the copyrights and property of Purl Soho. All rights reserved. Note: ALL projects and patterns featured on this website are for home use only and are not to be resold or made for sale to third parties. ® 2023 Purl Soho
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